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Welcome to the ’22 
Feels Good Collection.
 

Inspired by the sustainable properties and natural feel 
of bamboo, cork, and wheat; the Feels Good 
Collection is an assortment for work, home and all 
the fun places in between where giving thanks and 
recognition are always encouraged.

Feels Good connects us to people and the planet 
through products with less environmental impact and 
more social impact. 

Made with good materials & good intentions;  
welcome to our ’22 Feels Good Collection.

BAMBOO

NATURAL CORK

RECYCLED WHEAT HUSK

REACT  
+ REDUCE

From the Earth and for the Earth. 
The products coming up are partly 
made from sustainable materials! 
We made sure that along the supply 
chain we are reducing our carbon 
footprint as much as possible. 

These materials include cork, 
bamboo, recycled wheat, and 
rPET. Producing a new item entirely 
from virgin raw materials uses 
much more energy and depletes 
more of our natural resources. 
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BAMBOO - EC136
4-piece Coaster Set

The 4-piece 100% natural Bamboo coaster set is the perfect way to keep 
desks and table tops in tip top shape. The durable yet lightweight eco-
friendly bamboo coasters have grooves on the edge to catch excess water 
or unwanted spills, which protects surface areas from water marks. The 
EC136 is an excellent addition to a coffee table, outdoor patio, or other 
entertainment area. They can be tucked away in the bamboo coaster 
case, which is the default location to showcase laser touch branding.

Product Dimensions: 4.438” x 4.125” x 1.625”
Default Branding: Laser Touch centered on case
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box

header
header
header.

BAMBOO - EC137
Charcuterie Board

Made from 100% natural Bamboo, the eco-friendly charcuterie board is a sustainable 
and ergonomic way to serve tasty treats! The board edge is fitted with a groove to 
prevent unwanted solid and wet appetizer spills and a handle for safe delivery of 
mouth-watering cheese, those scrumptious mini pickles, and an array of other bite size 
goodness! Showcase your branding with laser touch on the handle of the EC137 at all 
your delightful events. 

Product Dimensions: 17.688” x 7.813” x 0.5”
Default Branding: Laser Touch centered on handle
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box

LET GO AND UNWIND

IT FEELS GOOD TO...

GET ON BOARD
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Shown with optional silk screen branding 
on the bridge center.

BAMBOO - EC138
Bottle/Glass Organizer

This 100% natural Bamboo bottle and glass organizer is easy to 
assemble for display on any flat surface. It’s fitted with a carrying 
handle, two dedicated spots for standard 750 ml bottles and 4 
dedicated spots for stemmed glasses. This eco-friendly organizer also 
doubles as a charming countertop display, showing off the default 
laser touch centered on the top of the organizer. (Wine bottles and 
glasses not included). 

Note: Simple assembly required 

Product Dimensions: 11.5” x 9.75” x 11.625”
Default Branding: Laser Touch centered on top
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box

BAMBOO - EC139
Foldable Outdoor Wine Table

This eco-friendly Bamboo outdoor wine table is clever and foldable! Made 
from 100% natural bamboo, this outdoor table holds two stemmed wine 
glasses and one standard 750 ml bottle. Simply secure the table top in place 
with the included locking pins to create a stable surface. Done snacking on 
edible delights? Just remove the pins for easy storage and carry. The bamboo 
foldable wine table is the perfect support for all your outdoor food and 
beverage escapades. (Wine bottle and glasses not included). 
 
Note: Simple assembly required 

Product Dimensions: 9.438” x 9.438” x 15.75”
Default Branding: Laser Touch centered on front top
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box

GET A HANDLE ON IT

FIND YOUR PLACE
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BAMBOO X COFFEE - EC147
Recycled Journal/Pen Combo

BAMBOO - EC140
4-section Multi-Function Tray

This 100% natural bamboo tray is ideal to separate dry snacks in 4 
different compartments, but also carefully designed for multi-use function 
to hold small stationery or household goods. The eco-friendly EC140 is 
the modern-day clutter solution for any home or office setting! Display 
your branding in laser touch on the top of this understated elegant 
bamboo tray.  

Product Dimensions: 10.5” x 10.438” x 2.5”
Default Branding: Laser Touch centered on top
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box

Note: Snacks shown in the beauty images are for reference only 
– no snacks are included with this product.
Snacks cannot be packed in our facility before shipping.

TREAT YOURSELF

STAY ON TOP OF IT

Mix and match between the different colors of this eco-friendly 
combo to dial in any brands signature look. The journal covers are 
made from 15% bamboo fibers for the black and natural colored 
journals and 15% coffee grounds for the brown colored journals. The 
EC147 A5 size journal has 120 white lined pages with a date feature 
that are made from 100% recycled paper. Included, is a detachable 
ruler made from 15% bamboo fibers that conveniently doubles as 
a pen holder for the EC117 Trigo ballpoint pen or can be used as a 
bookmark. (Journal inner page dimensions: 5 3/4” x 8 1/16”). 

Product Dimensions: 6.625” x 8.75” 
Default Branding: Silk screened centered on front (Journal)

4-color process on side of barrel (Pen)
Standard Packaging: Bulk

Image shown with The Grind 16 oz eco cup - DW603 (sold separately).
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CORK - EC141
Yoga Mat

Lay it all out on the Cork Yoga Mat! The top layer of the mat is made from natural cork 
which provides good cushion, grip and traction, while the soft, anti-slip backing is made 
from TPE. Cork is naturally and organically antibacterial, which provides the perfect clean 
and healthy surface for your yoga session every time! For easy storage and transport, 
loop the included black carrying strap over the eco-friendly rolled-up mat. Showcase your 
branding with silk screen printing. 

Product Dimensions: 72” x 24” (5 mm in thickness)
Default Branding: Silk screened bottom right corner
Standard Packaging: Sleeve

THIS IMAGE
IS A PLACEHOLDER

CUSHION, GRIP, TRACTION.

The cork yoga mat is the perfect lightweight mat for bringing with you on the go! 
The mat is smooth but non-stick so perfect for any style of yoga or training from 
gentle yoga to a sweaty workout. Not to mention it looks fantastic. Using the 
cork ball and the roller is the best way to help work out any aches and pains to 
speed up your recovery and let go of any tension in the body. 

- Susie Miller, Owner of Blossom Health & Wellness

“

”

Model: Susie Miller, Official Yoga Instructor for Spector & Co.
Location: Old Port of Montreal
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CORK - EC142
Fitness Roller

Relieve muscle tightness, soreness, inflammation and increase 
blood circulation with this natural cork fitness roller! Whether the 
eco-friendly cork roller is used to lean against a wall or onto the 
floor to create the right pressure to assist in improving recovery 
and mobility – the EC142 is a perfect companion for pre & post 
workouts!  

Product Dimensions: 11.75” x 3.875” x 3.875
Default Branding: Silk screened centered on side
Standard Packaging: Sleeve

CORK - EC143
Massage Ball

Whether it is used at home or at work, the eco-friendly Cork 
massage ball will assist in rolling you into your next routine! 
The natural Cork massage ball is the ideal companion to release 
muscle soreness and tightness after long hours spent in the office 
or after a workout. When not in use, store the massage ball in the 
included natural linen blend drawstring pouch until the next self-
myofascial relief session.   

Product Dimensions: 3.125” x 3.125”
Default Branding: Pad printed centered on Front
Standard Packaging: Natural drawstring pouch

ROLL INTO SOMETHING NEW

BE ON THE BALL
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CORK - EC1446
Hard Cover Journal Combo

The Cork hard cover journal combo is an eco-friendly A5 size non-refillable 
perfect bound journal with an elastic closure, a satin ribbon bookmark and 
interior gusseted pocket. Jot your thoughts away inside this eco-friendly journal 
as it offers 192 ivory lined perforated pages with date feature, made with 100% 
recycled paper. Stash the included EC146 Cork ballpoint pen into the pen loop 
after journaling. This item is biodegradable – simply separate the elastic and 
ribbon trims to compost the cork cover and recycle the inner pages. (Journal 
inner page dimensions: 5 9/16” x 8 1/8”).  

Product Dimensions: 6.125” x 8.25”
Default Branding:
Silk screened centered on front between edge and elastic (Journal) 
Silk screened enlarged area side of Barrel (Pen)
Standard Packaging: Bulk

CORK - EC145
Single Meeting Journal

Between the cork covers are 100% recycled 72 ivory lined perforated pages 
with date feature. This eco-friendly soft cover stitched-bound single meeting 
journal is lightweight and the perfect companion around the conference 
table. Once you’ve journaled the last page, the EC145 is biodegradable 
– steparate the cork cover into the compost and the inner pages into the 
recycle bin. (Journal inner page dimensions: 5 1/2” x 8 1/8”).

Product Dimensions: 5.5” x 8.125”
Default Branding: Silk screened centered on front
Standard Packaging: Bulk

Image shown with Cork Journal/Pen/Pen Loop Combo - EC151 and Mean Muggin’ Metallic 12 oz Stainless 
Steel Mug - DW406 (sold separately). EC151 Combo includes Cork Single Meeting Journal - EC145, Cork Ballpoint Pen - 
EC146 and pen loop in natural color - SC900.

WRITE YOUR OWN STORY

TAKE A MOMENT
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CORK - EC146
Ballpoint Pen

The barrel of this eco-friendly Cork ballpoint pen is 
made from 80% natural cork and 20% paper while 
the remaining base pen materials are made with 
30% recycled wheat husk. The cork barrel provides 
a pleasing soft grip with a SureWrite™ low lead 
refill, allowing for a comfortable and smooth writing 
experience.   

Product Dimensions: 5.5”
Default Branding: Silk screened enlarged area 
                           side of barrel
Standard Packaging: Bulk (100 units per bag) 

WHEAT RECYCLED - EC148
Wireless Speaker

Move to the wheat of your own drum with the Wheat Recycled wireless 
speaker. This eco-friendly speaker is made from 35% recycled wheat husk 
and supports wireless technology V5.1. It features a multi-colored LED light, 
MSD card reader and control buttons for play/pause, volume control, and 
skip/previous songs. The EC148 is waiting for your logo in 4-color process 
to make it complete. 

Product Dimensions: 2.25” x 2.25” x 2”
Default Branding: 4-color process centered above control buttons
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box with window

*SPECTECH SOUND products have a one year limited warranty 
 from date of purchase. 

DO THE WRITE THING DANCE LIKE NO ONE’S WATCHING
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WHEAT RECYCLED - EC149
TWS Wireless Earbuds

Pairing tech and eco-friendly material is music to the ears! These TWS 
earbuds are made from 35% recycled wheat husk and support wireless 
technology V5.1, allowing up to 4 hours of playback time. If you are on the 
go, even better! The charging case allows you to recharge the TWS earbuds 
up to three times, so never a tuneless moment. The earbuds themselves 
can be used in mono or stereo mode and have a built-in microphone and a 
multi-function button to answer, reject, redial last incoming calls, and play/
pause. 

Product Dimensions: 2.688” x 1.75” x 0.813”
Default Branding: 4-color process centered on top of case
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box with window

*SPECTECH SOUND products have a one year limited warranty 
 from date of purchase.

WHEAT RECYCLED - EC150
15W Magnetic Wireless Charging Dock

Wireless charging just got easier! Snap on the eco-friendly Wheat Recycled 
wireless charging dock to perfectly align to the wireless charging coils of 
a smartphone device. For smartphones integrated with wireless charging 
but lack the built-in magnetic functionality, a magnetic stick-on patch is 
included. This wireless charging dock is made from 10% wheat husk, 
has an integrated 1-meter Type-C/USB charging cable which provides 
fast wireless charging up to 15W, and has built-in FOD & NTC overheating 
protection technology. 
(Devices with integrated magnetic features compatible with EC150: iPhone 
12 and iPhone 13 series). 

Product Dimensions: 2.25” x 2.25” x 0.313”
Default Branding: 4-color process centered on front
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box with window 
 
Note: Smartphone is for reference only – not included.

HAVE A BEST BUD
POWER YOUR DREAMS
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can be used in mono or stereo mode and have a built-in microphone and a 
multi-function button to answer, reject, redial last incoming calls, and play/
pause. 

Product Dimensions: 2.688” x 1.75” x 0.813”
Default Branding: 4-color process centered on top of case
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box with window

*SPECTECH SOUND products have a one year limited warranty 
 from date of purchase.

WHEAT RECYCLED - EC150
15W Magnetic Wireless Charging Dock

Wireless charging just got easier! Snap on the eco-friendly Wheat Recycled 
wireless charging dock to perfectly align to the wireless charging coils of 
a smartphone device. For smartphones integrated with wireless charging 
but lack the built-in magnetic functionality, a magnetic stick-on patch is 
included. This wireless charging dock is made from 10% wheat husk, 
has an integrated 1-meter Type-C/USB charging cable which provides 
fast wireless charging up to 15W, and has built-in FOD & NTC overheating 
protection technology. 
(Devices with integrated magnetic features compatible with EC150: iPhone 
12 and iPhone 13 series). 

Product Dimensions: 2.25” x 2.25” x 0.313”
Default Branding: 4-color process centered on front
Standard Packaging: Natural colored tuck-in box with window 
 
Note: Smartphone is for reference only – not included.

HAVE A BEST BUD
POWER YOUR DREAMS
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RENEW
Modern materials meet modern usages. 

These are this year’s modern must-haves. 

Inspired by our popular Nomad Must Haves 

styles, we’ve added on to our Renew 

collection, modern in the way they are 

produced and in the way we live. They are 

minimal and understated styles that are 

multi-functional to fit the modern nomad. 

This collection focuses on circularity, the 

idea of protecting and preserving our Earth 

by introducing bags made from 50% or 

more recycled water bottles.
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The Renew Digital 
Nomad Backpack 
enhances the ever-evolving 
remote work setup! It features 
a sleek and stealthy style 
and silhouette with four 
crafty compartments for easy 
grab items, stationery, tech, 
clothing, toiletries, and a 
15” laptop. It’s a hybrid bag 
for business and personal 
items, enabling hands free 
carry on public transport 
and comfortable air travel 
with its dedicated luggage 
strap. Organize items and 
maximize time for remote 
and communal workspaces, 
the Digital Nomad Backpack 
makes it simple to easily 
pack up and carry a complete 
workstation. 
 
Default branding on the 
Renew Digital Nomad 
Backpack is silk screen 
centered below the zipper.

   Sleek
&
   Stealthy
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items, enabling hands free 
carry on public transport 
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Easy grab items (large front pocket)

Convenient luggage strap
Carry-on friendly

Laptop Compartment 
(Fits up to 15” laptop)

Toiletries/work essentials compartment

Stationery/Media compartment

Clothing compartment

Extra padded back panel 
and shoulder straps

NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW 
BGR100

Digital Nomad Backpack

Material: 600D rPET & 210D Pin-Stripe polyester liner
(Bag exterior is made from 19 recycled bottles)

 
Product Dimensions: 12.6” x 5.9” x 18.1”

Default Branding: Silk screened centered below zipper
Standard Packaging: Individual plastic bag
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COMPACT
COMPANION

The Renew Flip-Top Mini Backpack is made to 
hold the “can’t leave without” daily essentials and the 
absolute must haves! It’s a compact companion that’s 
lightweight and functional with an exterior made from 
100% recycled water bottles. It’s ideal for day events 
and festivals that require an all-day carry that fits all the 
essentials including the all-important water bottle. 
 
Default branding on the Renew Flip-Top Mini Backpack 
is silk screen centered on the closing flap. 
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NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW
BGR101

Flip-Top Mini Backpack

Material: 600D rPET & 210D Pin-Stripe polyester liner
(Bag exterior is made from 13 recycled bottles)

Product Dimensions: 9.8” x 5.5” x 13.4”
Default Branding: Silk screened centered on closing flap

Standard Packaging: Individual plastic bag

Image shown with Top Notch Reflection 20 oz 
Stainless Steel Bottle (DW306) and Dino Ear Bud Kit (T307)

Extra padded
shoulder straps

Magnetic snap buttons

Elastic water bottle 
compartment
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F LIPPIN’
    COOL

The Renew Flip-Top Cooler 
Backpack keeps everything chill 
whether it’s long days at the beach, 
Sundays at the park, or a backyard 
bash! It keeps your snacks and 
drinks cool for up to 48 hours all 
within a classic and stylish silhouette 
with an exterior material made 
from 100% recycled water bottles. 
This beauty holds 28 cans or 5 

wine bottles! Bumpy roads causing 
some container casualties? No 
stress. Sprung a leak? Don’t freak. A 
waterproof heat-sealed liner has your 
back. Literally.  
 
Default branding on the Renew Flip-
Top Cooler Backpack is silk screen 
centered on the closing flap.
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NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW 
BGR102

Flip-Top Cooler Backpack

Material: 600D rPET & waterproof heat-sealed liner
(Bag exterior is made from 16 recycled bottles)

Product Dimensions: 11.8” x 6.3” x 23.2”
Default Branding: Silk screened centered on closing flap

Standard Packaging: Individual plastic bag Extra padded
shoulder straps

Roll top main compartment 
with clip closure

Elastic water bottle 
compartment

Waterproof heat-sealed liner 
in main compartment.
Fits up to 28 cans (355 ml) 
or 5 wine bottles (750 ml).

Image shown with Crunch Time 18 oz
Stainless Steel Tumbler (DW300) and Sol Donald
8000 mAh Power Bank (UL certified) (T1234)
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The Renew Insulated Tech 
Backpack facilitates the journey for 
the modern commuter! It features an 
insulated food storage compartment 
for lunch and snacks that fits four 
large Glasslock/Ziploc containers, or 
20 cans or 4 wine bottles. It’s also 
fitted with a completely separate 
padded laptop compartment to avoid 
food contact. It’s a classic backpack 
silhouette with an exterior made from 
100% recycled water bottles, keeping 
hands free of unnecessary additional 
bags given its multifunctionality. In 
front of all that is a dedicated front 
pocket for smaller easy-grab personal 
items. 
 
Default branding on the Renew 
Insulated Tech Backpack is silk 
screen centered above the pocket. 

MODERN
    F UNCT ION
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NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW 
BGR103

Insulated Tech Backpack

Material: 600D rPET, 210D Pin-Stripe polyester liner & Insulated food storage compartment
(Bag exterior is made from 15 recycled bottles)

Product Dimensions: 12” x 5.5” x 17.7”
Default Branding: Silk screened centered above pocket

Standard Packaging: Individual plastic bag

Extra padded back panel 
and shoulder straps 
with soft mesh to help 
increase air flow for better 
breathability

Laptop Compartment 
(Fits up to 15” laptop)Insulated main compartment

Fits up to 4 large Glasslock/Ziploc containers 
or up to 20 cans (355 ml) or 4 wine bottles (750 ml)

Image shown with Eye Candy 20 oz Stainless 
Steel Bottle (DW309)Image shown with enlarged silk screened branding (Optional)
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Refreshing additions to 
collections you know and 
love! We’ve looked at the 
current trends and tied 
them into some of our most 
popular collections. It’s a 
refresh on current ways of 
living and working! 

FABRIZIO - T145
Keyboard Mat/Charging Station 

This Fabrizio keyboard mat/charging station 
brings elegance and functionality to a 
desktop. Made with our signature Fabrizio 
material, the T145 is a keyboard mat 
integrated with dual charging capabilities (by 
wireless mode on the charge dock or by the 
USB Type-C output – fast-charging cable not 
included). With built-
in FOD and NTC overheating protection 
technology, use the large surface area for 
your keyboard, never miss a notification 
while your device is charging within your 
fingertips. Included is a 1.5-meter USB 
Type-C/USB Type-C charging cable. 

Note: To efficiently use the fast-charging 
feature of this product, it is recommended 
to use a fast charging wall adapter (not 
included).

Product Dimensions:  
22.75” x 11“ x 0.375”

Default Branding:  
Debossed centered on left side

Standard Packaging: Black tuck-in box

*SPECTECH POWER products have a one
year limited warranty from date of purchase.

LAY IT ALL OUT

Image shown with Fabrizio keyboard Mat/Charging Station - T145, Top Notch Reflection 2-in-1 Ballpoint 
Pen/Stylus - I154 (sold separately), Medio Centre Sewn Scribl book with Reflection Branding - SC305 
(sold separately) and Top Notch Reflection 20 oz Stainless Steel Bottle - DW306 (sold separately). 
Note: Smartphone, tablet, computer, keyboard and mouse are for reference only - not included.
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FABRIZIO - T905
20W Fast Charge Wall Adapter 
(UL Certified)

Two ports are better than one! The UL Certified fast charging wall 
adapter features a rubberized finish in Fabrizio’s signature colorway. 
Capable of fast charging multiple devices at a time, the T905 wall 
adapter features built in USB Type-C (20W) and USB Type-A (18W) 
outputs to charge a variety of devices.

Product Dimensions: 2.25” x 1.625” x 1.188”
Default Branding: 4-color process centered on either side
Standard Packaging: Black tuck-in box

*SPECTECH POWER products have a one year limited warranty 
 from date of purchase.

KEEP PLUGGING AWAY

TOP NOTCH REFLECTION - I154
2-in-1 Ballpoint Pen/Stylus

The Top Notch Reflection is an aluminum 2-in-1 push-action ballpoint 
pen with rubber stylus and a rubberized barrel. It is stylish and 
sophisticated in its own right, but designed to be a perfect match for our 
Ora Top Notch Reflection stainless steel bottle. It comes equipped with 
a standard black ink low lead refill, perfect to capture your thoughts. The 
Reflection laser branding reveals a shiny undercoating that color matches 
the accent rubber stylus and trims of the pen.  

Product Dimensions: 5.5”
Default Branding: Reflection Laser enlarged area side of barrel
Standard Packaging: Bulk (100 units per bag)

PUT PEN TO PAPER
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F EELS GOOD 
T O BE ON 
T HE SAME PAGE: 
The meaning behind 
our photo locations.

Beneath the spheres that scatter the park is 
40 million metric tons of decomposing waste, 
producing biogas captured by wells to convert 
into electricity. The park promotes circularity with 
recycled materials being used for every aspect 
of it. For example, benches were constructed 
from felled ash trees, new roads and trails were 
laid from matter collected from cliff rockfalls, and 
the ground in the park is entirely composed of 
soil transferred from construction sites and other 
recycled materials. Choosing a location that 
encompasses the same ideas promoted by the 
Renew material from Ashbury definitely Feels 
Good.

The sad truth is that many Olympic parks and 
venues are abandoned given the immense 
costs of maintaining the large spaces. Olympic 
Park promotes circularity as well given the 
repurposing of the space: Teleworking areas, 
skateparks, climbing rocks, and trails surround 
the park introducing new life to the area. It’s 
important that the great value of the park is 
celebrated, ensuring its full potential is met by 
introducing new ways to utilize and revitalize it. 
Repurposing is key, an idea that is put forward 
with the introduction of the new collection from 
Ashbury this year. 

Frédéric-Back Park

Olympic Park

The Old Port of Montreal promotes 
the importance of restoration, history, 
and progress, while the idea of 
sustainable development continues 
to be an integral aspect of the sites 
vision. The site’s efforts are ongoing, 
enhancing the cultural offerings and 
fostering a space of learning for all ages. 
Laborious processes of restoration 
and repurposing have put the area’s 
architectural heritage to residential 
and commercial use. The site focuses 
on emphasizing the big three “R’s”: 
Reducing, Restoring, and Recovering. 
It plays a vital role in the city’s life 
by continually focusing on social 
responsibility and creating ways to 
engage with citizens and neighbors. 
Ashbury and Spector share the same 
ideas, progressively developing bags 
and products that inspire the modern 
worker while staying true to the 
importance of reducing.  

Mount Royal Park promotes the use of 
shared community spaces and having a 
preserved piece of nature to be enjoyed 
together within a busy and concrete-
centric metropolitan area. It Feels Good 
to be able to enjoy nature while having 
access to picnic tables, playgrounds, 
equipment rental services, and much more 
for individuals or families to experience. 
It’s home to exceptional fauna and flora 
as well and because of a refrigerated rink 
and cross-country skiing trails, it can be 
enjoyed in the winter too! Overall, it Feels 
Good to have a place to relax, enjoy, and 
to get away from the hustle and bustle of 
a big city. Preserving nature is an idea that 
is represented in this years Spector launch 
as well, focusing on sustainable resources 
and harnessing the Feels Good mentality 
through good intentions and positive vibes. 

Old Port of Montreal 

Mount Royal Park
& Beaver Lake
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REF LECT ION
        BRANDING

I hope you brought your appetite 
because the Scribl menu just got BIGGER!

Feast your eyes on the brand-new Scribl Reflection branding solution.  

We’ve polished our utensils and they’re shinier than ever! A delicious mouth-watering 
meal deserves to be eaten in a luxurious fashion!

The Reflection branding solution adds glimmer and shine to a logo or message. 
Available on either black or white base color Scribl books, you can reflect 
the branding in either gold, silver, or rose gold.

Prefer a tone on tone look? Black Reflection branding is available, 
but only for black base color Scribl books.

Looking to dine in style today? Make It Yours using our Scribl book builder 
or speak to your account representative now!
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YOU WOULDN’T
GIV E A GIF T  
UNW RAPPED.

Upgraded tube packaging is here! Present Ora 
drinkware in a high-end, retail inspired tube 
that gets noticed and elevates the unboxing 
experience. Command attention to a brand 
and put that personality on full display!
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Feeling Good
Feels Good.
     An Opportunity to Encourage Wellness
     in the Workplace and Beyond

Promoting employee wellness by providing thoughtful products and 
resources is a vital strategy to building a healthy and productive corporate 
culture. Invest in a brand-new kit and send a message to your people that 
you care deeply about how they feel.

CORK - EC141
Yoga Mat
Default branding: Silk screened bottom right corner

CORK - EC142
Fitness Roller
Default branding: Silk screened centered on side

2-PIECE GIFT SET 
- GF756 INCLUDES*:

*Comes with a nylon black strap to hold both items.
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Default branding: Silk screened centered on side

2-PIECE GIFT SET 
- GF756 INCLUDES*:

*Comes with a nylon black strap to hold both items.
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NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW - BGR103
Insulated Tech Backpack
Default branding: 4-color process flex transfer centered above pocket

EYE CANDY - DW309
20 oz Stainless Steel Bottle
Default branding: Silk screened centered on front

NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW 
INSULATED TECH PACK 3-PIECE BUNDLE 
 - BB172U INCLUDES:

Feels Good
First Impressions. 
    An Onboarding Kit for the Best First Impression

Thanking new employees and customers right off the hop is good business. 
We can help you build a personalized and customized kit that promotes pride 
and gratitude for joining the team. A thoughtful onboarding experience is the 
perfect complement to that first paycheck or completed contract.

ANTISEPTIC HAND SANITIZER GEL - HW906U
With Tropical Coconut Scent 2 oz 
Default branding: Full cover on band
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NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW - BGR103
Insulated Tech Backpack
Default branding: 4-color process flex transfer centered above pocket

EYE CANDY - DW309
20 oz Stainless Steel Bottle
Default branding: Silk screened centered on front

NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW 
INSULATED TECH PACK 3-PIECE BUNDLE 
 - BB172U INCLUDES:

Feels Good
First Impressions. 
    An Onboarding Kit for the Best First Impression

Thanking new employees and customers right off the hop is good business. 
We can help you build a personalized and customized kit that promotes pride 
and gratitude for joining the team. A thoughtful onboarding experience is the 
perfect complement to that first paycheck or completed contract.

ANTISEPTIC HAND SANITIZER GEL - HW906U
With Tropical Coconut Scent 2 oz 
Default branding: Full cover on band
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BAMBOO - EC136
4-piece Coaster Set
Default branding: Laser Touch centered on case

FABRIZIO - EC132
Bottle Opener & Pouch (In black)
Default branding: Debossed centered on front

3-PIECE GIFT SET
 - GF757 INCLUDES*:

SMALL TALK NATURAL - DW404
12 oz Stainless Steel Stemless Cup
Default branding: Silk screened centered on front

*Comes with 2-piece eco gift box and recycled crinkle paper (P711). Silk screen on lid available.
Drop ship by Hefty Combo Crate with recycled crinkle paper (P7104) available.

Getting Good Stuff 
Feels Good. 
  Expressing Gratitude and Boosting Morale

The act of giving and receiving releases all the feels and connects us to each 
other on a deeper level. Create an unboxing experience that sustains the 
goodwill with colleagues, customers, and trusted partners for the future.
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BAMBOO - EC136
4-piece Coaster Set
Default branding: Laser Touch centered on case

FABRIZIO - EC132
Bottle Opener & Pouch (In black)
Default branding: Debossed centered on front

3-PIECE GIFT SET
 - GF757 INCLUDES*:

SMALL TALK NATURAL - DW404
12 oz Stainless Steel Stemless Cup
Default branding: Silk screened centered on front

*Comes with 2-piece eco gift box and recycled crinkle paper (P711). Silk screen on lid available.
Drop ship by Hefty Combo Crate with recycled crinkle paper (P7104) available.

Getting Good Stuff 
Feels Good. 
  Expressing Gratitude and Boosting Morale

The act of giving and receiving releases all the feels and connects us to each 
other on a deeper level. Create an unboxing experience that sustains the 
goodwill with colleagues, customers, and trusted partners for the future.
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BAMBOO X COFFEE - EC147
Recycled Journal/Pen Combo 
(Journal in coffee, ruler in natural and EC117 pen in natural)
Default branding: Silk screen centered on front (Journal) 
                            4-color process side of barrel 
                            (EC117 Trigo ballpoin pen)

THE GRIND - DW603
16 oz Eco Cup
Default branding: Laser Touch centered on band

3-PIECE GIFT SET 
- GF763 INCLUDES*:

BAMBOO X COFFEE - EC147
Recycled Journal/Pen Combo
(Journal in natural, ruler in grey and EC117 pen in grey)
Default branding: Silk screen centered on front (Journal) 
                            4-color process side of barrel 
                            (EC117 Trigo Ballpoint pen)

WHEAT RECYCLED - EC150
15W Magnetic Wireless Charging Dock
Default branding: 4-color process centered on front

WHEAT RECYCLED - EC148
Wireless Speaker
Default branding: 4-color process centered 
                            above control buttons

4-PIECE GIFT SET 
- GF760 INCLUDES*:

*Comes with 2-piece eco gift box and recycled crinkle paper (P711). Silk screen on lid available.
Drop ship by Hefty Combo Crate with recycled crinkle paper (P7104) available.

Treading Lightly
Feels Good. 
    Ecocentric Kits Made with Low-Impact Materials

Being on-trend with low-impact materials that deliver high-impact results are 
part of a holistic sourcing strategy resulting in a smaller ecological footprint. 
Eco-centric kits make responsible merchandising a snap for everyday 
consumption and promotion.
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BAMBOO X COFFEE - EC147
Recycled Journal/Pen Combo 
(Journal in coffee, ruler in natural and EC117 pen in natural)
Default branding: Silk screen centered on front (Journal) 
                            4-color process side of barrel 
                            (EC117 Trigo ballpoin pen)

THE GRIND - DW603
16 oz Eco Cup
Default branding: Laser Touch centered on band

3-PIECE GIFT SET 
- GF763 INCLUDES*:

BAMBOO X COFFEE - EC147
Recycled Journal/Pen Combo
(Journal in natural, ruler in grey and EC117 pen in grey)
Default branding: Silk screen centered on front (Journal) 
                            4-color process side of barrel 
                            (EC117 Trigo Ballpoint pen)

WHEAT RECYCLED - EC150
15W Magnetic Wireless Charging Dock
Default branding: 4-color process centered on front

WHEAT RECYCLED - EC148
Wireless Speaker
Default branding: 4-color process centered 
                            above control buttons

4-PIECE GIFT SET 
- GF760 INCLUDES*:

*Comes with 2-piece eco gift box and recycled crinkle paper (P711). Silk screen on lid available.
Drop ship by Hefty Combo Crate with recycled crinkle paper (P7104) available.

Treading Lightly
Feels Good. 
    Ecocentric Kits Made with Low-Impact Materials

Being on-trend with low-impact materials that deliver high-impact results are 
part of a holistic sourcing strategy resulting in a smaller ecological footprint. 
Eco-centric kits make responsible merchandising a snap for everyday 
consumption and promotion.
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NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW - BGR100
Digital Nomad Backpack
Default branding: BrandPatch centered below zipper

TREND SETTER MINI - DW304
12 oz Stainless Steel Bottle
Default branding: Silk screened centered on front

NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW 
DIGITAL NOMAD PACK 6-PIECE BUNDLE
- BB169U INCLUDES:

DONALD - ST4340
Soft Cover Journal
Default branding: Debossed centered on front

ANTISEPTIC HAND SANITIZER GEL 
- HW906U
With Tropical Coconut Scent 2 oz 
Default branding: Full cover on band

Visiting Real People 
in Real Places Feels Good. 
    Take Flight with Products that Elevate the Travel Experience

TOP NOTCH REFLECTION - I154
2-in-1 Ballpoint Pen/Stylus (Charcoal/Chrome)
Default branding: Reflection Laser enlarged area 
                            side of barrel

WHEAT RECYCLED - EC149
TWS Wireless Earbuds
Default branding: 4-color process centered 
                            on top of case

The return of going somewhere to see someone in real life again as part of 
the job is exhilarating. Having the right travel tools and work accessories to 
enhance your productivity and promote your company while you’re back on 
the road are important benefits of a well merchandised travel pack.
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NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW - BGR100
Digital Nomad Backpack
Default branding: BrandPatch centered below zipper

TREND SETTER MINI - DW304
12 oz Stainless Steel Bottle
Default branding: Silk screened centered on front

NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW 
DIGITAL NOMAD PACK 6-PIECE BUNDLE
- BB169U INCLUDES:

DONALD - ST4340
Soft Cover Journal
Default branding: Debossed centered on front

ANTISEPTIC HAND SANITIZER GEL 
- HW906U
With Tropical Coconut Scent 2 oz 
Default branding: Full cover on band

Visiting Real People 
in Real Places Feels Good. 
    Take Flight with Products that Elevate the Travel Experience

TOP NOTCH REFLECTION - I154
2-in-1 Ballpoint Pen/Stylus (Charcoal/Chrome)
Default branding: Reflection Laser enlarged area 
                            side of barrel

WHEAT RECYCLED - EC149
TWS Wireless Earbuds
Default branding: 4-color process centered 
                            on top of case

The return of going somewhere to see someone in real life again as part of 
the job is exhilarating. Having the right travel tools and work accessories to 
enhance your productivity and promote your company while you’re back on 
the road are important benefits of a well merchandised travel pack.
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• Cork Fitness Roller - EC142
• Cork Massage Ball - EC143
• 2-piece Eco Gift Box with Recycled Crinkle Paper 

P9124 (Silk screen on lid available)

*Drop ship by Slim Combo Crate with recycled  
crinkle paper (P9123) available.

• Fabrizio Keyboard Mat/Charging Station - T145
• Fabrizio 20W Fast Charge Wall Adapter 

(UL Certified) - T905
• 2-piece Eco Gift Box with Recycled Crinkle Paper 

- P9124 (Silk screen on lid available)

*Drop ship by Slim Combo Crate with recycled crinkle 
paper (P9123) available.

• Top Notch Reflection 20 oz Stainless Steel Bottle 
- DW306

• Top Notch Reflection 2-in-1 Ballpoint Pen/Stylus 
- I154

• Neoskin® Hard Cover Journal - ST4440
• 2-piece Eco Gift Box with Recycled Crinkle Paper 

- P711 (Silk screen on lid available)

*Drop ship by Hefty Combo Crate with recycled 
crinkle paper (P7104) available.

2-PIECE GIFT SET - GF755*

2-PIECE GIFT SET - GF758*

3-PIECE GIFT SET - GF759*

Kitting
is Key.

• Nomad Must Haves Renew Flip-Top Mini 
Backpack - BGR101

• Crunch Time 18 oz Stainless Steel Tumbler 
- DW300

• 2 Packets of Hand Sanitizer Gel with Kiwi Scent 
and Small Customizable Sleeve (0.07 fl oz per 
packet) - HW922U

• Nomad Must Haves Renew Flip-Top 
Cooler Backpack - BGR102

• Top Notch Reflection 20 oz 
Stainless Steel Bottle - DW306

• Wheat Recycled Wireless Speaker 
- EC148  

• 4 Packets of Hand Sanitizer Gel with 
Kiwi Scent and Large Customizable 
Sleeve (0.07 fl oz per packet) 
- HW934U

NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW MINI ME 
THE CASUAL PURSE 3-PIECE BUNDLE 
- BB170U

NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW 
COOLER PACK 4-PIECE BUNDLE 
- BB171U
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• Cork Fitness Roller - EC142
• Cork Massage Ball - EC143
• 2-piece Eco Gift Box with Recycled Crinkle Paper 

P9124 (Silk screen on lid available)

*Drop ship by Slim Combo Crate with recycled  
crinkle paper (P9123) available.

• Fabrizio Keyboard Mat/Charging Station - T145
• Fabrizio 20W Fast Charge Wall Adapter 

(UL Certified) - T905
• 2-piece Eco Gift Box with Recycled Crinkle Paper 

- P9124 (Silk screen on lid available)

*Drop ship by Slim Combo Crate with recycled crinkle 
paper (P9123) available.

• Top Notch Reflection 20 oz Stainless Steel Bottle 
- DW306

• Top Notch Reflection 2-in-1 Ballpoint Pen/Stylus 
- I154

• Neoskin® Hard Cover Journal - ST4440
• 2-piece Eco Gift Box with Recycled Crinkle Paper 

- P711 (Silk screen on lid available)

*Drop ship by Hefty Combo Crate with recycled 
crinkle paper (P7104) available.

2-PIECE GIFT SET - GF755*

2-PIECE GIFT SET - GF758*

3-PIECE GIFT SET - GF759*

Kitting
is Key.

• Nomad Must Haves Renew Flip-Top Mini 
Backpack - BGR101

• Crunch Time 18 oz Stainless Steel Tumbler 
- DW300

• 2 Packets of Hand Sanitizer Gel with Kiwi Scent 
and Small Customizable Sleeve (0.07 fl oz per 
packet) - HW922U

• Nomad Must Haves Renew Flip-Top 
Cooler Backpack - BGR102

• Top Notch Reflection 20 oz 
Stainless Steel Bottle - DW306

• Wheat Recycled Wireless Speaker 
- EC148  

• 4 Packets of Hand Sanitizer Gel with 
Kiwi Scent and Large Customizable 
Sleeve (0.07 fl oz per packet) 
- HW934U

NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW MINI ME 
THE CASUAL PURSE 3-PIECE BUNDLE 
- BB170U

NOMAD MUST HAVES RENEW 
COOLER PACK 4-PIECE BUNDLE 
- BB171U
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INDEX
BAMBOO

CORK

BAMBOO 
EC136
4-piece Coaster Set

CORK 
EC141
Yoga Mat

BAMBOO 
EC139
Foldable Outdoor Wine 
Table

CORK 
EC1446
Hard Cover Journal 
Combo

BAMBOO 
EC137
Charcuterie Board

CORK
EC142
Fitness Roller

BAMBOO 
EC140
4-section Multi-Function
Tray

CORK 
EC145
Single Meeting Journal

BAMBOO
EC138
Bottle/Glass Organizer

CORK
EC143
Massage Ball

BAMBOO X COFFEE 
EC147
Recycled Journal 
/Pen Combo

CORK 
EC146
Ballpoint Pen

CORK 
EC151
Single Meeting Journal 
/Ballpoint Pen Combo

NOTE: Bamboo is a natural fiber; therefore, noticeable shade variations and grain patterns may be apparent within orders of the same item. Due to 
our high standards of quality control, we must advise that slight irregularities in the bamboo of this item may result in imprint imperfections but are 
consistent with the natural look of the product.

INDEX
WHEAT

RECYCLED

EXPANDED
LINES

RENEW

WHEAT RECYCLED 
EC148
Wireless Speaker

FABRIZIO 
T145
Keyboard Mat
/Charging Station

NOMAD MUST HAVES
RENEW 
BGR100
Digital Nomad Backpack

WHEAT RECYCLED 
EC149
TWS Wireless Earbuds

FABRIZIO 
T905
20W Fast Charge Wall 
Adapter
(UL Certified)

NOMAD MUST HAVES
RENEW 
BGR101
Flip-Top Mini Backpack

WHEAT RECYCLED 
EC150
15W Magnetic Wireless
Charging Dock

TOP NOTCH
REFLECTION 
I154
2-in-1 Ballpoint Pen 
/Stylus

NOMAD MUST HAVES
RENEW 
BGR103
Insulated Tech Backpack

NOMAD MUST HAVES
RENEW 
BGR102
Flip-Top Cooler Backpack
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INDEX
BAMBOO

CORK

BAMBOO 
EC136
4-piece Coaster Set

CORK 
EC141
Yoga Mat

BAMBOO 
EC139
Foldable Outdoor Wine 
Table

CORK 
EC1446
Hard Cover Journal 
Combo

BAMBOO 
EC137
Charcuterie Board

CORK
EC142
Fitness Roller

BAMBOO 
EC140
4-section Multi-Function
Tray

CORK 
EC145
Single Meeting Journal

BAMBOO
EC138
Bottle/Glass Organizer

CORK
EC143
Massage Ball

BAMBOO X COFFEE 
EC147
Recycled Journal 
/Pen Combo

CORK 
EC146
Ballpoint Pen

CORK 
EC151
Single Meeting Journal 
/Ballpoint Pen Combo

NOTE: Bamboo is a natural fiber; therefore, noticeable shade variations and grain patterns may be apparent within orders of the same item. Due to 
our high standards of quality control, we must advise that slight irregularities in the bamboo of this item may result in imprint imperfections but are 
consistent with the natural look of the product.

INDEX
WHEAT

RECYCLED

EXPANDED
LINES

RENEW

WHEAT RECYCLED 
EC148
Wireless Speaker

FABRIZIO 
T145
Keyboard Mat
/Charging Station

NOMAD MUST HAVES
RENEW 
BGR100
Digital Nomad Backpack

WHEAT RECYCLED 
EC149
TWS Wireless Earbuds

FABRIZIO 
T905
20W Fast Charge Wall 
Adapter
(UL Certified)

NOMAD MUST HAVES
RENEW 
BGR101
Flip-Top Mini Backpack

WHEAT RECYCLED 
EC150
15W Magnetic Wireless
Charging Dock

TOP NOTCH
REFLECTION 
I154
2-in-1 Ballpoint Pen 
/Stylus

NOMAD MUST HAVES
RENEW 
BGR103
Insulated Tech Backpack

NOMAD MUST HAVES
RENEW 
BGR102
Flip-Top Cooler Backpack
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